Smithsonian Exhibits provides a unique range of specialty services to enhance exhibits. We build custom-made Frank vitrines that beautifully and safely showcase artifacts, create comic illustrations that immerse visitors in an exhibit’s story, and develop prototypes that allow museum staff to test exhibit components with audiences. As experts in a wide range of exhibit techniques and processes, we consult with museums across the Smithsonian and around the world. We are available to brainstorm solutions to specific challenges or to develop new interpretive strategies. What can we bring to your exhibit?

**Services:**
- Archival matting and framing
- Comic illustrations
- Concept development
- Consultation
- Design advocacy
- Frank Acrylic Component System — Cases/vitrines
- Project scoping
- Prototyping
- Registrarial services

**Contact:**
Todd Kinser  
Chief of Exhibit Planning  
301.238.2228  
kinsecta@si.edu

3400 Pennsy Drive  
Landover, MD 20785  
Main: 301.238.2090  
exhibits.si.edu